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Abstract

Moving a robot with shape and size in a cluttered dynamic workspace requires the capability
of dealing with obstacles and local minima. The research analyzes situations where no global
knowledge about the environment exists, and where the robot can only perceive the space
through its local sensors. The system explores a dynamic space using a planner based on
local arti cial potential elds, and incrementally learns a fast way to escape from dead lock
situations using a combination of sensor perceptions and eld information. As main result the
system learns and uses an high-level description of the workspace consisting of local minimum
nodes, backtracking nodes and subgoal nodes.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to describe a way to combine motion planning techniques with
learning mechanisms in order to move a robot in a dynamic workspace.
The robot moves in a cluttered environment where a lot of deadlock situations can be found.
The robot does not have any global knowledge about obstacle con gurations and it is able to
locally perceive the workspace through external sensors.
We made simulated experiments in house-like environment with doors that can be dynamically opened and closed (Figure 1 a).
The main diculty to deal with during navigation are deadlock situations that change
dynamically. One way to solve the problem of local minimum exploration is to prevent the robot
entering the area where a deadlock situation is detected. The goal of this approach is to give
the robot the knowledge to foresee a deadlock area from distant perception of the workspace.
This result is achieved by creating a relation between robot local perceptions far from the
local minimum with actions that allow the robot to avoid the deadlock area [Sutton92]. As
consequence the robot will avoid to explore areas where previous local minima were detected.
This solution is only suitable for static environments where local minima are always in the
same locations and usually is very expensive to compute.
This research is partially supported by Swiss National Fund Project \Integrating Planning and Learning
in Robotics" a collaboration with IDSIA and the Institute of Microtecnique of the Ecole Polytechnique the
Lausanne.


Figure 1. Robot workspace (a) and Robot path using the planner (b)
We therefore believe that local minima must not be avoided a priori. The robot must explore
areas where previous local minima have been detected and the most important knowledge it
needs is related to the fastest means of escape. To achieve this goal our system incrementally
learns an high-level description of the workspace in term of a network that combines robot
sensors, eld information and planner experience. The network consist of local minimum nodes,
backtracking nodes and subgoal nodes.
In the rst section we will investigate planner solutions; we will then describe local minima
and the high-level network showing some examples.
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Planning

To move a robot with shape and size in a dynamic cluttered environment we need a planner able
to backtrack from deadlock situations that does not model the robot as a point. The existing
planner [Latombe91] [Gambardella92 ] places a set of control points Cj on the robot to
model its shape and size. A global arti cial eld based on a Voronoi Graph is de ned over the
free space. The decision concerning the next robot motion is driven by a combination of the
arti cial eld in the control points.
The robot makes small changes in all its degrees of freedom and computes the total potential
P of all neighbouring con gurations Si.
P (Si ) =

X

(1)
The position with the smallest potential is chosen and the motion is executed if it does not
generate a collision or has not been already explored. This navigation process is supported by
a backtracking policy and by some special heuristics to overcome local minima.
The main problems with this approach is that a global potential eld requires complete
knowledge about space and obstacles and that the planner does not take advantage of its
experience. In addition, when the environment changes, the potential eld becomes invalid and
a new eld computation must be performed. For these reasons the method cannot be applied
to a dynamic environment.
To overcome these limitations we have decided to substitute the global eld based on a
Voronoi Graph with a eld computed considering the distance between the robot control points
and the goal. In this way the potential eld is computed dynamically and we are able to take
advantage of planner navigation strategies avoiding complex computations (Figure 1 b).
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Figure 2. Acquired knowledge (a) and Prudent robot path (b)
The other problem is related to the inability of the planner to deduce new strategies from
errors. A robot in the same situation always explores the same positions because it has no
knowledge about previous path and deadlock situations.
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High-Level Network

We propose a solution to manage local minimum by leaning a high-level description of the
workspace based on a network that allows the robot to avoid deadlock areas or to escape
quickly from them. See [Gambardella94] for a detailed description. Another solution to this
problem is proposed by Kaelbling [Kaelbling93] who uses a high-level description of the space
in terms of landmark networks in a stochastic domain. This solution shows an interesting space
representation but the problem of landmark de nition is not deeply analyzed.
The high-level network is learned during navigation and consists of local minimum nodes,
backtracking nodes and subgoal nodes. This knowledge is acquired analyzing the path of the
robot and combining sensor perceptions and potential eld information (Figure 2 a).
The backtracking node identi es the con guration where the local minimum area starts.
The local minimum node is related to the local minimum con guration. The subgoal node is
the location where to instantiate a planner subgoal in order to avoid or to escape from the
deadlock situation.
The planner, according to its local perceptions, proposes the best actions to reach the goal
following the arti cial eld. When a backtracking node is found, according to its navigation
strategy, the planner chooses between generating a subgoal useful for avoiding the local minimum
area or continuing exploration with the risk of reaching a deadlock situation. When a local
minimum node is detected the planner generates the related subgoal that allows the robot to
escape quickly from the deadlock area.
We have de ned two di erent robot navigation strategies. With the prudent policy as soon
as the robot nds a backtracking con guration it instantiates the subgoal useful for avoiding the
deadlock area (Figure 2 b). With the exploratory policy the robot ignores backtracking nodes
but, when it nds a local minimum node it instantiates the planner subgoal that drives the
robot out of the deadlock area (Figure 3 a). We want to point out that all the knowledge we
acquire is associated with the robot perceptions and with the robot's relative direction towards
the goal. In this way we are able to use the same knowledge in di erent workspace positions
(Figure 3 b).
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Figure 3. Exploratory robot path (a) and New robot path (b).
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Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a solution to the problem of moving a robot in a cluttered
workspace where dynamic local minima can be detected. The system takes advantage of planner's ability to move a robot with shape and size.
The robot uses a backtracking policy and a potential eld based on goal distance that does
not require global computations.
To avoid repetition of the same errors the system uses local robot perceptions, eld information and planner experience to model local minima and to learn strategies to escape from
them. This knowledge is organized as a high level network that supports planner navigation.
The integrated system shows good performance in moving the simulated robot in the
workspace and we are now starting to experiment with a real robot. We are also investigating the possibility of deducing the high-level network using reinforcement learning methods
and of introducing more sophisticated methods for generalizing the learning knowledge through
clustering techniques.
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